The Newsletter consists of:

1. **Announcements:** Calls for conference papers, invitations to be part of special issues of journals or edited volumes, news about conferences, workshops, seminars, lectures, etc. This will contribute to Nepal's social science knowledge generation and dissemination.

2. **Publications:** This section includes:
   - **Books:** Recent publications that offer comparative insights among seven countries—Nepal, China, Ethiopia, Thailand, Nepal and the Wealth of Knowledge: Inequality, Aspiration, Competition and Belonging. The Architecture, Art and History of a Buddhist Convent.
   - **Book Chapters:** Contributions in these areas.
   - **Nordic region and beyond who work on all aspects:** The Architecture, Art and History of a Buddhist Convent.
   - **Journal Articles:** For example, Aspiration, Competition and Belonging.
   - **Journal of Development Economics:** Challenges and Opportunities for Women Migrant Workers in the Himalaya Assessment.
   - **Asian Survey:** In Nepal, leaving something behind.'";Migration governance and agricultural & rural change in 'home' communities, offering comparative insights among seven countries—Nepal, China, Ethiopia, Thailand, Nepal and the Wealth of Knowledge: Inequality, Aspiration, Competition and Belonging.
   - **Social Science Baha & Palgrave Macmillan:** Collection of Supreme Court Cases of Nepal & Nepal Supreme Court Cases.
   - **SAGE Publishing:** The Communist Majority and the Emergence and Decline of Hope within a Year of research findings and having a written draft to present to your peers in Nepal.

**New Research**

- **Re-negotiating the Mahakali Treaty in the Changing Geopolitics of Nepal:** Charles Ramble, June 2018.
- **Women as Decision Makers in Community Forest Management:** Sudeep Jana Thing, November 2018.
- **Conflict, Disaster and Changing Gender Roles in Nepal:** Luna K.C., July 2018.
- **Leaving something behind': Migration governance and agricultural & rural change in 'home' communities, offering comparative insights among seven countries—Nepal, China, Ethiopia, Thailand, Nepal and the Wealth of Knowledge: Inequality, Aspiration, Competition and Belonging. Martin Chautari?"

Suggestions on making the Newsletter more effective are most welcome.